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Abstract— The ability to quantitatively assess grasp performance is essential both in off-line planning of grasps for
robotic manipulation as in evaluating on-line executed grasps.
Until now most existing metrics rely on force-closure tests that
are limited in scope. We propose a grasp quality metric that
provides sensible performance criteria even in non-force-closure
grasps.
It is based in two improvements with respect to existing metrics: a patch contact model, providing smoothness properties,
and a bimodal wrench space analysis that provides continuity
in the transition from non-force-closure to force-closure grasps.
It is experimentally demonstrated, in a series of simulations,
that the developed metric outperforms existing ones. We also
show empirically that optimal points are invariant to the choice
of reference frame, which allows its application on-line in nonmodel based approaches.
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Fig. 1. The proposed metric provides grasp quality assessment for all
configurations where the hand touches the object. Both force-closure and
non-force-closure grasps are evaluated. The figure in the left shows the
contact points evaluated while the position of the hand was shifted in the
object approach and vertical directions. The figure in the right shows the
computed values of the proposed metric. Force-closure grasps have positive
values whereas non-force-closure grasps result in negative values

I. INTRODUCTION
Robotic grasping is a fundamental skill in industrial and
service robots. Most modern robots have manipulators either
in the form of simple gripers or highly dexterous robotic
hands. However, the execution of reliable grasps in objects
has been a topic of puzzling difficulty. The amount of variables that are involved in the problem make grasp planning
hardly tractable and execution of grasps brittle and very
prone to failures. Despite the good mechanical precision
of modern manipulators, uncertainty in the measurement
of position and shape of the object, unmodeled friction
characteristics and imperfect object models, are limiting the
amount of manipulation tasks that current robots can perform
autonomously. The main difficulty relies on measuring with
precision the state of the object and hand in terms of the
physical variables that influence a grasp experience - position
and velocities of the object, contact points, forces, friction,
slip, softness, etc.
The main motivation of the work presented in this paper
is related to the acquisition of tactile feedback from the
finger closure phase of a grasp. Common setups for robotic
manipulation are composed by a robotic arm-hand system
and a set of sensors to detect the shape and position of objects
of interest (typically vision and/or 3D range sensors), usually
calibrated with respect to the manipulator reference system.
It is also common nowadays to have hands instrumented
with some form of tact sensing to determine contact with
objects. The typical approach to grasping is composed by
three main stages: first the external sensors are used to obtain
an estimate of the object pose and a desired position for the
manipulator is computed by a planner module; then a control
algorithm drives the hand to the desired position; and finally
the hand fingers are closed until pressure is exerted in the
object. However, after the fingers are closed, the process

stops and no further grasp improvement is followed. Due
to multiple uncertainty sources, fingers may be misplaced in
the object and it may slip or fall down after being lifted.
Because all decision are concentrated in the first phase of
the manipulation, errors that accumulate during the control
phase are not compensated and the grasp may fail. Better
contact and force measurement, together with better grasp
quality assessment criteria, are essential to compensate for
the uncertainty in real-world grasp execution. A notable
work addressing these problems is [1], where a set of grasp
improvement rules derived from contact sensory feedback
are applied during the reaching and finger closing phases of
a manipulation trial. It uses the wrist force/torque sensor and
the fingertip integrated force sensors of the Barrett hand, to
implement a series of discrete correction stages to make sure
a proper grasp stability is achieved.
Force-closure criteria [2] is one of the most used grasp
evaluation criteria. In its basic form it makes a binary
decision depending on whether fingers have the ability to
exert forces and torques in any direction. It means that, if the
fingers have the said ability and if infinite forces are allowed,
the grasp could resist to any external wrenches. Based on this
criteria, the Grasp Wrench Volume metric has been proposed
in [3] to evaluate grasps. The larger the volume of the grasp
wrench, the better the grasp will be, in qualitative terms. The
Largest Sphere criterion [4] computes the magnitude of the
largest worst-case disturbance that can be resisted by a grasp
of unit strength.
Our paper addresses the computation of grasp metrics to
evaluate a grasp state and compare among different grasps.
In particular we propose a metric that is not only able to
evaluate and compare among force-closure grasps but also
to evaluate how close a non-force-closure grasp is from

a force-closure one (see Fig. 1). This is a very important
characteristic if one wants to search for better grasps by
searching locally via small changes in the hand parameters.
Although we do not exploit the developed metric for grasp
optimization on this paper, we evaluate the properties of our
metric with respect to the classical ones and show obvious
advantages in terms of adequateness to optimization. In
particular our metric provides quantitative information for
non-force-closure grasps, that other metrics cannot evaluate.
Therefore its domain of application is largely extended.
Despite the main motivation of this work is related to
on-line grasp execution control, the provided metric can
also have important applications in off-line grasp planning.
Popular grasp simulators [5], [6] include grasp planners that
generate thousands of hand configurations around the object
to grasp. Then the fingers are closed until contact with the
object is achieved. Contact points and forces are computed
and a grasp quality metric evaluated to generate feasible
stable grasp candidates. The hand configuration around the
object is sampled uniformly. Our metric, given an extended
range of evaluation can be used in these settings to reduce
the number of required samples. Smart search strategies,
e.g. Bayesian optimization [7] can exploit the larger validity
domain of our metric to obtain faster convergence to optimal
grasp configurations.
Another important aspect of the proposed metric is that
its optimal points and zeros do not change with changes on
the object reference. This is a critical issue for its use in
non-model based approaches. For instance in cases where
the object model is not known, we can still evaluate the
metric in different points around the object and be able to
compare the quality of the different grasps. Thus, for robotic
hands with the sensors required to measure contact points
and forces, we will be able to optimize grasps by searching
along hand parameter directions (distance to the object along
the approach direction, approach direction translation along
the object’s height, etc). Although not all robotic hands
have such sensing abilities, it is becoming more common
to instrument the fingertips with advanced tactile devices.
For instance, the Shadow Robot Hand1 has been recently installed with force/torque sensors in each fingertip in a special
encapsulation (see Fig. 2) that allows the reconstruction of
the contact points and force information [8].
The paper is organized as follows. In the next section
(Sec. II) we present our formulation and the algorithm to
compute our grasp quality evaluation metric. In Section III
we present our simulation setup and show results illustrating
the performance of our metric in comparison with classical
ones. Finally Section IV concludes our work, discussing the
application of the proposed metric and pointing directions
for further research.
II. GRASP QUALITY METRIC
Approaching robotic grasping as a closed-loop system
makes quality assessment one of the key steps of the loop.
1 http://www.shadowrobot.com/

Fig. 2. The Shadow Robot Hand equipped with fingertip force/torque
sensors ATI NANO 17.

A quality metric that correctly reflects the changes occurring
in the system gives it the means to react accordingly. Not
only measuring the quality of force-closure grasps but also
giving a measure of the distance to force-closure of nonforce-closure grasps, while transitioning from force-closure
to non-force-closure in a smooth fashion, are the core aspects
sought-after when designing a grasp quality metric.
Assuring that the metric is designed to fulfill the above
requirements is not enough to ensure precise grasp assessment. As the metric’s inputs, the contact points are crucial
to the performance of the metric and achieving a realistic
representation of these contacts leads to significant error
reduction and smoother results.
This section will depict how it is possible to attain a fair
reproduction of what is contemplated on the real system by
using a realistic model of the contact points in conjunction
with a bimodal wrench space analysis metric.
Many concepts in the following sections are described in
detail in [2], and will only be briefly introduced in this paper.

A. Point Contact Model
Contact points between the object and the robotic gripper
are the base of grasp definition. In our approach each contact
point is represented by a coordinate frame, Rci , attached to
the contact location, pci , which is defined by its relative
position and orientation with respect to a reference frame
Rr , for example the coordinate frame centered on the object’s
center of mass. The coordinate frame Rci is chosen such that
its z-axis points in the direction of the surface normal at the
point of contact.
Contact models represent the effects of the forces exerted
on the object surface. The soft-finger contact model is a
realist model that allows forces to be applied in a cone about
the surface normal but also allows torques about that normal.
The cone embodies the tangential forces caused by friction.
Representing each contact’s force/torque pair as a wrench

Fci , each contact point will generate
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where the friction cone FCci is defined as
q
FCci = { f ∈ R4 : f12 + f22 ≤ µ f3 , f3 ≥ 0, | f4 | ≥ γ f3 } (2)

the contact normal of cm . We then calculate the intersections
of each of the line segments with the object surface. If
multiple intersections are found for the same line segment
the one closest to pm is chosen. These intersection points
will span the contact surface. The final step is to calculate
the object surface normals of the points spanning the contact
surface. The points in the contact surface are then modeled
with the point-contact model described previously, each of
them generating a set of wrenches Fcki .

where µ is the static coefficient of friction and γ is the
torsional friction coefficient.
In our analysis of the grasp we will assume unit normal
force
f3 = 1
(3)
and will sample the friction cone over its outer limits. The
resulting set of wrenches at each contact point
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offer the base framework for grasp formulation.
One important aspect of this framework is that although
the common choice for the reference frame Rr is the coordinate frame centered on the object’s center of mass, the end
results will be independent of the chosen reference frame,
as will be shown in the experimental results. This allows the
use of this framework on non-model based systems as long
as when comparing two grasps both of them are represented
with respect to the same reference.
B. Surface Contact Model
Using a single-point contact model might not be a completely realistic approach for contact modeling when using
anthropomorphic grippers, since the gripper surfaces tend
to mold slightly to the object surface. Single-point contact
models also have a low tolerance for errors, especially errors
of the contact normals. Taking this into account a more
realistic approach would be to employ a surface contact
model which is not only more robust to errors but can
also provide a better compliance with the object’s surface
geometry.
The first step is to preprocess the raw contact point cloud
given by a physics engine in simulation or by a sensor on a
real system. We simply calculate the mean of the raw contact
point cloud and define a single-point contact with the mean
position and the mean normal direction
cm = (pm , Rm )

(5)

Afterwards we generate a series of line segments parallel to
the contact normal of cm , bounded by a sphere centered in pm
with radius r and by a plane containing pm and ortogonal to

Fig. 3.
Some steps for generating the Surface Contact Model. Line
segments generated (top left), Line segments and their intersections with
the object surface (top right) and intersection points and their correspondig
surface normals. Blue square represents the object.

C. Grasp Representation
Following the modeling of the contacts we can now define
a grasp. Since all contacts are defined as sets of wrenches
it is necessary to transform them to a common reference
frame Rr . This wrench representation defines the grasp, and
is designated as grasp map G. Assuming that n contacts are
generated the grasp map is


Rci
0
G=
Fci i ∈ [1, ..n]
(6)
[pci ]x Rci Rci
where [pci ]x is the skew-symmetric matrix of pci defined by


0
−pci 3
pci 2
0
−pci 1 
[pci ]x =  pci 3
(7)
−pci 2
pci 1
0
D. Force-Closure
Force-Closure is a binary qualitative evaluation of grasp
stability. If a grasp can resist any applied wrench it is considered force-closure. A simple way of evaluating if a grasp G
is force-close is given through the analysis ConvexHull(G).
The ConvexHull(G) represents the minimum convex region
spanned by G. Defining the grasp wrench space, GW S, as
the space of all possible wrenches generated by the grasp
GW S = ConvexHull(G)

(8)

then G is force-closure if
W SO ⊂ ConvexHull(G)

(9)

where W SO is a small neighborhood of the wrench space
origin.

E. Bimodal Wrench Space Analyis
Typical metrics based on force-closure criteria only evaluate grasps that satisfy it. On the other hand the proposed
metric evaluates all grasps even if they are non-force-closure.
The metric is composed of two modes.
The first mode, used for force-closure grasps, measures
the quality metric defined in [4]. It represents the radius
of the largest sphere centered on the wrench space origin
that is contained in the GW S. Conceptually it represents the
magnitude of the largest external force that can be resisted
by the grasp in any direction.
The second mode, used for non-force-closure grasps, measures the minimum distance from the origin of the wrench
space to a point contained in the GW S
min||y|| : y ⊂ GW S

The experimental setup used for validating the proposed metric.

(10)

B. Metric Comparisons

(11)

In this section we compare two well known metrics,
Largest Sphere (LS) [4] and Grasp Wrench Volume (GWV)
[3], with the proposed one, denoted BW. Comparisons are
based on 1D plots obtained by sampling the metrics along
the hand approach direction to the object, x. The first test,
shown in Fig. 5 compares ours, LS and GWV, as the hand
scans a sphere (the sphere object is the same as in Fig. 11 ).

Representing the grasp wrench space region as
Nx ≤ b

Fig. 4.

where N are the normal vectors and b the offsets that as a
pair define each of the planes containing GW S, the second
analysis mode can be represented as

Largest Sphere Metric

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A. Experimental Setup
We have performed experiments in the OpenRave simulator [6]. A simulation environment consisting of a manipulator
arm, the Barrett hand, and a few objects was prepared (Fig.
4). The main purpose of the experiments is to evaluate the
proposed metric, Bimodal Wrench Space Analysis (BW).
This is done by placing the hand on a reference position
close to the object, closing the fingers until contact with the
object surface, and computing the grasp quality metrics under
analysis. By changing the reference position of the hand with
respect to the object in small steps along the approach, x
and/or vertical y directions, we perform a dense sampling
of the tested metrics. The comparison and evaluation of the
grasp metrics is done empirically through the observation of
1D and 2D plots of their values along the varied parameters
x and y.
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This is a simple convex optimization problem that can be
solved easily by convex optimization solvers. In practice this
measure gives a sense o proximity to a stable grasp.
To ensure smooth transitions between the two modes
and hence a continuous metric function, the results of the
evaluation given by mode two are inverted. This makes sense
because as the distance to stability grows larger the overall
evaluation of the grasp should be worst. On the other and
when the distance to stability tends to zero, the grasp is near
transitioning to a force-closure and to positive metric values.
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Fig. 5. Comparison between Largest Sphere Metric (top), Grasp Wrench
Volume Metric (middle) and BW Metric with raw contacts (bottom) for
grasps on a sphere.

Being a smooth and very regular object, all metrics exhibit
a smooth behavior with a clear maximum at about the center
of the object. Anyway, whereas the classical metrics only
provide results in the force closure range (about 30mm)
our metric provides sensible results in a range of more
than 80mm. It is visible a smooth transition from positive
(force-closure) to negative (non-force-closure) values, which
provide continuity in the transition of the employed semimetrics.
The second test performs the same type of analysis on a
45deg rotated cuboid (this object is also shown in Fig.13 ).
Results are shown in (Fig. 6). While the hand approaches
the object it first starts contacting the closest edge, then

gradually the contact points are set apart until the fingers
reach the two lateral edges. During a span of about 20mm
force-closure grasp are attained. After this point, the fingers
pass to the other side of the edges. In this case, despite there
is a discontinuity in the BW metric the relative assessment
between the force-closure and non-force-closure segments is
possible.
Largest Sphere Metric
Metric Value

0.23
0.22

C. Contact Model Influence
In this section we compare de the results of the proposed
metric when used with different contact models. The first
test analyses the variation of the metric results when using
four different types of contact models. The two first models
differ as result of the mean preprocessing done on the raw
point cloud contacts. The third model uses contact points
on a circular plane containing the mean position pm and
orthogonal to the mean normal. The last model uses the full
surface model described on Sec. II. Results are shown in Fig.
8.
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The following test represented in Fig. 9 show the variation
in metric results when making a 2D scan of a sphere while
using only single-point contacts and the full surface model.
Mean Point + BW Metric
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The last test on this set compares the metrics on the scan
of a star prism (this object is the same as shown in Fig. 14).
The results shown in Fig. 7 show the worst case scenario
for the proposed metric where, even if the non-force-closure
grasps are evaluated, the additional information provided by
the metric is of small relevance due to the highly irregular
nature of the object.
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Fig. 9. BW Metric values of grasps in a sphere, computed in a grid
sampling of the hand position parameters with the mean point model (left)
and with the projected patch model (right).
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D. Reference Frame Independence
This section shows the effects of changing the reference
frame for contact point representation. As shown in Fig. 10
the shape of the metric curves obtained and the position
of the maximum value are invariant to the change of the
reference frames.
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Fig. 6. Comparison between Largest Sphere Metric (top), Grasp Wrench
Volume Metric (middle) and BW Metric with raw contacts (bottom) for
grasps on a rotated cuboid.
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Fig. 7. Comparison between Largest Sphere Metric (top), Grasp Wrench
Volume Metric (middle) and BW Metric with raw contacts (bottom) for
grasps on a star prism.
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Fig. 10. Metric Results using as reference frame the World frame and the
Object frame (left) and some of the robot’s frames (right)

BW Metric on Star shaped Prism

E. Searching with two parameters
In this section a series of 2D scans are made for different
objects.
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Fig. 14. BW Metric values of grasps in a star prism, computed in a grid
sampling of the hand position parameters.
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Fig. 11. BW Metric values of grasps in a sphere, computed in a grid
sampling of the hand position parameters.
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the execution of an adequate grasp may not be possible at
the first contact. A sensible measurement of grasp quality at
the first contact may be critical to define a plan of action
allowing to achieve a good grasp in a few iterations.

BW Metric on Rotated Cuboid
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This paper proposed a metric to evaluate the quality of
both force-closure and non-force-closure grasps. Whereas
classical metrics concentrate results for force-closure grasps,
we believe that the quantification of “distance” to forceclosure can bring important benefits to real-world robot
grasping. We have shown in simulation with several objects
that our metric can cope with a larger diversity of situations
than classical metrics. The fact that its optima are invariant
to reference frame location opens possibilities for on-line
operation. We can envisage a robotic grasping system that
“feels” the object and gradually searches for the optimal
grasp, either in a gradient ascent manner or in more elaborate
ways. The only requirement is that the object does not move
during the process. Future work will explore this path of
research. In real robotic grasping it is often the case that
planned grasps cannot be executed perfectly due to several
sources of uncertainty and system miscalibrations. Therefore
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